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Abstract

This paper presents the results of a survey designed

to identify the needed competencies of both

administrative and direct service personnel in directing

and implementing postsecondary support programs for

students with learning disabilities. Data were

collected from a national sample of 299 practitioners.

In addition to information about respondent

characteristics, results include ratings for all items

on the survey. Competency areas perceived as "most

desired" by learning specialists were Assessment Skills,

Cognitive Interventions and Instructional Skills, while

administrative personnel rated Management/Leadership

Skills as most desired. Implications for professional

development activities are addressed. The need for

strengthening linkages between secondary and

postsecondary personnel to foster effective transition

planning for students with learning disabilities is also

explored.
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Competencies of Postsecondary Education Personnel

Serving Students with Learning Disabilities

Vogel (1982) noted that many postsecondary

institutions were beginning to develop support programs

for students with learning disabilities in the early

1980's. This trend has been heightened by the 50,000

students with learning disabilities graduating from

high school each year and the additional 1.9 million

currently receiving learning disaW.ity services in the

public schools (Ninth Annual Report, 1987). It should,

therefore, be no surprise that the number of college

freshmen with learning disabilities increased tenfold

during the last ten years (Learning Disability Update,

1985) resulting in this group becoming the fastest

growing single group of college students with

disabilities receiving services (King, 1987).

Information from the American Council on Education's

Report, American Freshman: National Norms for fall

195).7, indicates that in that year, 18% of the

postsecondary population with handicaps and 1.2% of the

total freshmen population were self-identified students

with learning disabilities (Hirschorn, 1988).

, 5
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During the last decade there has been tremendous

growth in postsecondary support programs to serve these

students. However, the authors of the leading text on

postsecondary learning disabilities recently noted that

. we have found an insufficient number of college

programs designed to specifically and comprehensively

meet the needs of learning disabled students" (Mangrum

& Strichart, 1988, pn. 5-6). Pressure on postsecondary

institutions to expand programs for students with

learning disabilities is coming from advocacy groups,

implementation and enforcement of Section 504 of the

Rehabilitation Act, open enrollment at community

colleges and the need for new student markets as the

cohort of traditional college age students continues to

decline (Mangrum & Strichart, 1988; Shaw & Norlander,

1986). The current federal initiative on post high

school transition for students with handicaps puts

additional pressure on postsecondary institutions

(HEATH, 1987).

Training Issues

Although most current transition training relates

to the world of work, there are beginning attempts to

6
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train postsecondary personnel. Training programs exist

for college level disabled student services personnel

(Ohio State University), postsecondary/adult counselors

(New York University), postsecondary service providers

(University of Oregon), and leadership personnel for

learning disability college programs (University of

Connecticut). However, there are numbers of unresolved

preparation issues regarding postsecondary personnel

providing service to students with learning

disabilities.

Whereas elementary and secondary learning

disability support programs are usually the primary

respónsibility of special education personnel, that is

not the case at the postsecondary level. Professionals

from counseling, rehabilitation, social work, school

psychology, and higher education are often in positions

with primary responsibility for educational programming

for postsecondary students with learning disabilities

(Blosser, 1984; Shaw, Norlander, & McGuire, 1987).

College learning disability programs are typically

coordinated by Directors of Disabled Student Services.

Only 9% of the directors surveyed by Blosser (1984)

were trained in special education. It is, therefore,

7
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not surprising that these service providers perceived

training in learning disabilities as a major priority.

Similarly, a position paper issued by The National

Joint Committee on Learning Disabilities (1985) states

that "few professionals have been prepared adequately

to work with adults who dsmonstrate learning

disabilities" (p. 1).

Teacher Qualifications

Years ago, Sam Kirk (1965) alluded to the problem

we now face:

Under the pressure of extreme shortages of

professional personnel, a major issue becomes

whether to a) focus on immediate needs in

terms of the numbers without regard to

quality; b) concentrate on quality in the

preparation of professional personnel, even

though it may mean a decrease in the numbers

thus prepared; or c) find a radically new

method of accomplishing both goals at Ole same

time. (p. 102)

In the late 1970s we faced the same problem in regard
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to secondary special education personnel. The response

to meet immediate needs resulted in poorly planned

programs and inadequately prepared teachers (Johnston,

1984; Smith-Davis, Burke, & Noel, 1984; Wells, Schmid,

Algozzine, & Maher, 1983).

Numerous efforts have been made to establish

professional standards for spe.lial education personnel

serving children with handicaps. The Council for

Exceptional Children adopted Standards for the

Preparation of Special Education Personnel and

Standards for Professional Practice (Council for
a

Exceptional Children, 1983). In 1978 the Division for

Children with Learning Disabilities published

competency statements for personnel serving students

with learning disabilities in public schools. Newcomer

(1982) reported a study of learning disability

teachers' self-ratings on those competencies.

Recently, Hudson, Norsink, Branscum, and Boone (1987)

reviewed twenty years of competency literature in

learning disabilities to identify sixteen competency

statements in the areas of knowledge, planning and

evaluation, curriculum content, clinical teaching

strategies, and behavior management. The relationship
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between qualifications and personnel competencies has

not yet been addressed at the postsecondary level. If

postsecondary preparation is to be effective and if

institutions of higher education are to hire

appropriate personnel, such investigation must proceed.

Competencies of Postsecondary Personnel

Professionals who are skilled in working with

students with learning disabilities are critical to

postsecondary program development (Mangrum & Strichart,

1988). The heterogeneity of adults with learning

disabilities and the diversity of postsecondary

institutions require support personnel to have a wide

range of knowledge and skills. The ability to identify

learner needs, train students in learning strategies

and compensatory skills, provide learning

accommodations, and develop social and emotional

competence are important in meeting the needs of this

population. Competencies in trajaing and supervising

personnel in modeling and reinforcing these skills as

well as administrative abilities relative to a higher

education setting would be important for leadership

personnel (Shaw, Norlander, & McGuire, 1987).
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Unfortunately, teacher educators have typically

worked only with school age children and, therefore,

are themselves ill equipped to implement preparation

programs regarding handicapped adolescents and adults

(Smith-Davis, Burke, & Noel, 1984). Appropriate

programming for "adults with learning disabilities is

predicated on a clear understanding of how their

condition influences their learning and performance"

(The National Joint Committee on Learning Disabilities,

1985, p. 2). It is, therefore, necessary to identify

the competencies needed by professionals so that

inservice and preservice training programs can be

developed to prepare personnel to effectively work at

the postsecondary level. This paper builds on the work

described above to identify the competencies needed by

administrative and direct service personnel in learning

disability programs at the postsecondary level.

Method

Instrumentation

.In an effort to more clearly identify needed

competencies of both administrative and direct services

personnel, a survey, Competencies of Postsecondary
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Learning Disability Personnel (Norlander, Shaw, &

Czajkowski, 1986), was designed to tap both present and

desired levels of competence. The competencies

identified in the survey were developed based upon a

task analysis of the roles and responsibilities of

postsecondary leerning disability personnel, feedback

from directors of exemplary programs (content experts)

across the country, and a review of the competency

literature in personnel preparation of the last two

decades. Twenty professionals were included in the

sample of content experts. Their feedback was

incorporated in developing the final version of the

cpmpetency survey which was then mailed to personnel

from 700 institutions of higher learning purported to

serve students with learning disabilities.

Directions on the survey requested that the

respondents rate present and desired levels of

competence for both administrative personnel and

learning specialists. Items were rated on a five-point

Likert type scale from 1=no skill to 5=very high

skill. The items or individual competencies were

grouped in the following categories: Assessment

Skills, Affective Interventions, Cognitive

12
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Interventions, Instructional Skills and Techniques,

Counseling/Consultation Skills, Management/Leadership

Skills, and Research Skills. A prinuiple components

factor analysis with a varimax rotation was employed to

verify the construct validity of the competency

survey. Administrators' data were selected for

analyses as this group represented the largest sample

from the two respondent groups. Of the 299 cases, 240

answered items with respect to present levels of

competence for administrators. This analysis is

presented in Table 1 and the results of this analysis

parallel, to a fair degree, the initial categories

delineated on the survey. While a small number of

items received "split" loadings, the factors were

conceptual1y nameable and reflected the categories of

competence identified in the survey. The three areas

of competence identified in Factors II, VI, and VII

were originally conceptualized within the survey as

consultation/counseling skills and management/

leadership skills.

Sample Characteristics

The mailing was sent to all members of the Learning

Disability Special Interest Group of the Association on

13
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Education and individuals identified as the contact

person of learning disability support programs in

various learning disability college guides. The

initial mailing and a follow-up mailing resulted in a

sample of 299, a response rate of 43%. Survey

directions included brief definitions of who might

"fit" the labels Administrative Personnel or Learning

Disability Specialist (direct service personnel). A

review of Table 1 indicates an almost equal split

between these two categories of personnel with 7.6

percent of the respondents indicating that they were

responsible for both sets of job duties. Tables 2 and

3 delineate more comprehensively Respondent and

Institutional Characteristics. Limitations of any

study relying on survey data should always be

considered. In particular, 75 respondents in this

study did not identify their specific job classifica-

tion, although they did respond to most survey items

for both administrative and direct service personnel.

Insert Tables 2 and 3 about here.

14
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Results

Table 4 delineates responses to competency items on

the survey as perceived by both learning disability

specialists and administrative personnel. Mean item

responses are included for both present and desired

competency levels.

Items which were rated at 4.5 or greater were

defined as "most desired." Further examination of

Table 4 indicates that Assessment Skills, Cognitive

Interventions, and Instructional Skills and Techniques

were rated as most desired areas of competence for

learhing disability specialists. Items reflecting

Counseling/Consultation Skills generated mixed

ratings. Two competencies (Items 33 and 37) were

perceived equally for both groups to be most desired,

whereas respondents differed according to their roles

in their ratings for Items 40 and 41. Competencies in

the area of Management/Leadership Skills were rated

most desired for administrative personnel. It is

interesting to note that the competency areas of

Affective Interventions and Research Skills yielded no

items with ratings of 4.50 or greater, suggesting that

15
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respondents did not perceive these items to be "most

desired." Table 4 also profiles training needs as

indicated by items receiving a 1.00 or greater mean

difference between respondents' present and desired

levels of competence. With the exception of the "skill

to interpret standardized tests of academic

achievement", administrative personnel did not report a

perceived difference between present and desired skill

levels in the area of Assessment. Yet this area was

rated for learning disability specialists as requiring

the most change. Selected items in the areas of

Affective Interventions, Cognitive Interventions, and

Instructional Skills were also identified as areas of

training need for the learning disability specialists.

Interestingly, administrative personnel were perceived

as needing little further education in most competenri

areas with the exception of interpreting tests of

academic achievement, writing competitive grants, and

being knowledgeable of high school special education

programs. As research skills were not rated as highly

desired, it is not surprising that there were no

"significant" differences between present and desired

skill levels.

16
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Insert Table 4 about here

Discussion

The results of this survey provide educational

institutions that prepare postsecondary special

services personnel with direction for program

development and instruction. In fact, personnel

currently functioning in.the role of the learning

disability specialist indicated the need for further

training on 17 individual items. Findings may also

proNie beneficial to those institutions of higher

learning that are hiring personnel to administer and

provide services in learning disability colleeje

programs. Assessment skills are seen as competencies

needed by learning disability specialists as well as

administrators. This finding is consistent with

Johnston (1984) and Mellard and Deshler (1984) who note

the need for personnel knowledgeable about assessment,

program implementation, and program evaluation. And,

if we are to be responsive to the 1985 position paper

by the National Joint Committee on Learning

17
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Disabilities which indicates that "program selection

and choice of intervention strategies must be based on

the results of a comprehensive and integrated

assessment of the indiVidual" (p. 2), all personnel

involved must be aware of the appropriate routes to the

e7aluation of adult learners.

11 addition to the call for strengthened skill in

the assessment domain, both learning disability

specialists and administrative personnel requested more

knowledge of high school special education programs and

personnel. This may directly relate to transition

issues for students with learning disabilities and the

collaboration which will need to take place between

high school and postsecondary personnel. Transition

projects developed at Long Island University

(Seidenberg, 1986), the University of Minnesota (Aase &

Price, 1987), the University of Connecticut (Shaw,

1988), the University of Wisconsin - Whitewater (Dalke

& Franzene, 1988), and the Human Resources Center in

Albertson, N.Y. (Michaels, 1987) represent examples of

efforts to ensure effective transition from high school

to college. Institutions of higher education need to

commit resources and personnel to help high school
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students with learning disabilities identify and access

appropriate postsecondary options.

Professional standards for personnel working with

children with handicaps have been developed by the

Council for Exceptional Children. At this point in

time there are no similar standards for the growing

cohort of professionals educating adults with

disabilities. The Association on Handicapped Student

Service Programs in Postsecordary Education (AHSSPPE),

a national organization promoting participation of

individuals with disabilities in postsecondary

education, is exploring the development of professional

stan&ards. It is hoped that these data will contribute

to that effort.
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'able 1

Aincipal Components Analysis, Present Competency Ratings of Administrative Personnel (1=204)

II

Factor I

'Assessment

Skills"

Factor II

"Consultation/

Leadershi Skills"

Factor II/

"Research

Skills"

Factor XV

"Instructional

Skills"

Factor V

"Affective

Interventions"

Factor VI

"Counseling

Skills"

Factcr VII

"Managment

Skills"

Factor VIii

"Unnamed"

Loading Item # Loading /tem # Loadiai Item # Loading Item # Loading Item # Loading Item # Loading Item t Loallas

,S 5 .8801 CS 37 .7713 RS 54 .8660 /S 27 .8065 AI 19 .7701 CS 36 .7668 ML 45 .6938 CI 21 .5365

,S 6 .8472 CS 40 .7293 RS 56 .8567 IS 29 .7103 AI 17 .7645 CS 35 .7277 ML 46 .5995

.S 9 .8068 ML 47 .7087 RS 55 .8534 IS 30 .7039 AI 18 .7518 AS 13 .6579 ML 43 .3938

.S 7 .8021 CS 33 .6939 RS 53 .8378 IS 28 .6999 AI 16 .5967 CS 34 .5403

.S 4 .7930 ML 42 .6856 PS 58 .7813 /S 26 .6551 AS 12 .5402

.S 3 .7901 IS 31 .6739 RS 59 .7992 /S 25 .6068

.S 10 .7699 CS 39 .6479 RS 57 .6658 C/ 24 .5934

.S 8 .7461 ML 51 .6300 ML 48 .6002 /S 32 .5867

.S 2 .6929 CI 20 .6142 ML 50 .5635 CI 22 .4576

3 1 .6606 ML 49 .5951 ML 52 .4961

.S 11 .6579 CS 41 .5872

,S 15 .5259 CS 38 .5211

S 14 .4934 ML 44 .5211

I 23 .4749 ML 50 .4631

Letter codes refer to original category placement on competency survey:

AS = Assessment Skills; CI = Cognitive Interventions; CS Counseling/Consultation Skills; ML = Management/Leadership Skills;

IS = Instructional Skills and Techniques; RS n Research Skills; AI = Affective Interventions.

All item stems can.be found in Table 6.

26



Table 2

Respondent Characteristics (N=299)

CHARACTERISTICS NUMBER IN CATEGORY

AGE RANGE

25 and under 1
26-35 65
36-45 103
over 45 63
No response 67

.

SEX

Male 163
Female 68
No,response 68

ROLE ".

.AAministrator 94
Direct Service 89
Both 39
Neither 2
No Response 75

PERCENT TIME WORK WITH LD STUDENTS

1- 25 91
26- 50 54
51- 75 23
76-100 23
No response 78



Institution Characteristics (N-299)

CHARACTERISTICS NUMBER IN CATEGORY

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

University 97
College (four-year) 44
Community or Junior College 80
Other 6
ho Response 72

FUNDING SOURCE

Public 176
Private 46
NoResponse 77

ESTIMATED STUDENT POPULATION

30 - 1,000 21
1,001 - 5,000 65
5,000 - 10,000 46
10,001 - 20,000 42
Over 20,000 39

No Response 86

NUMBER OF STUDENTS CLASSIFIED LD

2 - 30 97
31 - 60 52
61 - 100 30

101 - 150 14
151 - 200 6
over 200 12
No response 89



Table 4

Competencies of Postsecondary Learning Disability Personnel: Mean Rankings*
ASS-ESSMENT srzs

Have cappetence in understanding the theoretical rationale and practical applications

ar

of individual assessrent as it relates to learning disabled (ID) college st.ents.
_

...
-...... 1. To be able to evaluatq the

WhanuseefigcessPrrertlassessnenest'i
instruments._

2. To be able to use evalut4on
data in diagnosing learnmg

- disabilities.

3. To adziinister standardized
tests of intelligence.

;

4. 'In inte.rioret standardized
tests of intell i gen c e.,

:.-=--

-,--- 5. To administer and interpret
,.. standardized tests of
:- acaieraic achieVement.

: 6. To interloret sWidardizei
--,

tests or-academic-achievement., ,
7. To be able t.o administer

criterreferenced
assessments of acadanic

;.- abilities
Tobe able to=ret
criterion ref
amessment

':-_-- 9. To aciminister standardized
-, - tests of information

processing.f.

11- 10. ilb interpret standardized
;-- tests of-infornation
: processing.

-Lt. To utilize diagnostic/
, cergnicriptive teaching
? ques and other informal

assessment procedures.;
-,

12. To be able to assess social
skills and behaviors.,

..-

IEARNING DISABILITY
spEamusr

PRESENT DESIRED DIFFERENCE

AEMINISIMTIVE
PERSONNEL

PRESENT DESIRED DIFFERENCE

3.41 4.55 1.14 2.82 3.79 .97

3.44 4.66 1.22 2.70 3.62 .92

2.93 3.80 .87 2.34 2.73 .39

3.30 4.43 1.13 2.98 3.61 .63

3.57 4.43 .86 2.99 3.41 .53

3.79 5.00 1.21 3.00 5.00 2.00

3.31 4.42 1.31 2.63 3:31 .68

3.41 4.57 1.61 2.91 3.73 .82

3.23 4.32 '..09 2.43 3.13 .70

3.41 4.53 1.12 2.71 3.55 .84

3.57 4.74 1.17 2.-16 3.52 .76

3.61 4.60 .99 3.37 4.00 .63

-,* Ratings range from 1-5 with 1=no skill to 5=very high skill level.

7
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Table 4 (continued)

_

13. 'Do be able to administer
and interpret career
interest and vocational
aptitude tests.

14. lb be able to write, _witha team, psychoeducational
evaluations.

15. To be able to effectively
catvuunicate evaluation
results with students.

AinerIVE neERvamoNs
Have ccapetence in understanding and interpreting the affective needs and problems ofID college students.

IEAPNING DISABILITY
SPECIALIST

PRESENT DESIRED DIFFERENCE

ALAIINISTRATIVE
PERSONNEL

PRESENP DESIRED DIFFERENCE

3.02 3.88 .86 2.92 3.39 .47

3.36 4.30 .94 2.69 3.49 .80

-
3.88 4.77 .89 3.47 4.18 .71 ;

Dekostrate an awareness
of behavior theory,
modeling, andlother related
methods.of inteiventicn.
Tb be able to :i.clentifybehaviorsthabin dica
emotional 'distal:imam aseither a primary ar
coammitant disability.
To be e tip identify

te intervention
tegies to effect.ively

address lack of social
carpetenoe as a
conomataitant pliable:at aryl
meliorate inampropriatesocial relations.
lb lie able to identify
behaviors that indicate
inappropriate social
rela-tiohs that may
interfere with a student's
optima]. accanplishrents.

3.57 4.46 .89 3.14 3.90 .76

3.48 4.44 .87 3.18 3.91 .73

3.31 4.32 1.01 2.99 3.90 .93.

3.66 4.45 .79 3.34 3.99 .65

30



--Ipble 4 (continued)

,doczrravE INTERVENTIONS

(Deurnstrate ocapetence in the understanding of the academic demands placed upon IDcollege students and the learning strategies these learners bring to the academicenvironment).

. To be knagledgeable of the
academic demands placed
III:al JD college students-

21. To.be knc;:iledgeable ofthe effs of-study skills
upan apAciemic success..

. Understands the ixplications
of-various' learning theoriesanritriTI bract upon
academic:success:
Is knowledgeable in thg areasof intonation processing,
memory and Intelligence.

. Is knzuledgeable in the areasof learning strategies, self-
monitoring (megaoocsution),
ani pxeblem_solvinl.

'IMIROCECCNAL MILS AND TECHNIQJES

tDemonstrate proficiency in the planning and delivery of instruction to M c.)ollegesudents.

.,....,.
-

LEARNING DISABILITYsmarm.=
rnEsEur DESIRED DIFFERENCE

ALVINISIMIVE
PERSONNEL

PRESENL DESIRED DIFFERENCE
:

:-. ",

,

-

. 1:

3.99

4.12

3.60

3.55

3.60

4.82

4.85

4.59

4.67

4.75

.83

.49

.99

1.12

1.15

3.95

4.01

3.29

3.17

3.11

4.65

4.54

4.11

4.08

4.09

.70

.53

.82

.91

.98

25. To be able to determine
student needs and the
interventims to meet
those needs.

. 26. To bécctitent in the useof ortive technclogitrei(xsordprocessors, carputers,on tape, etc.).
. . 'Ib bo able to effectively

provide direct instruction in
writing, spelling, math, andreacbng.

28. To be able to effectively
provide dimat instruction
311 sbxly skills such as note-
taking, outlining, and ocam

. talang.

1

3.82 4.84 1.02 3.30 4.21 .91

3.41 4.62 1.21 3.13 3.99 .86

3.58 4.48 .90 2.71 3.10 .39

3.75 4.66 .91 3.04 3.33 .29



Table 4 (continued)

2 . To be able to effectively
provide direct instruction
lri learning strategegning
icehPagerLAssociate a, etc.)

. To be able to utiliz9
chagn9stic prescriptiveteiiu to-plan effectiveixion.

31. To be fandli;ar withumort
SerririCeS cn camws
might Ice of sezvice to IDstuients so
refera1sigMi be made.

. To be able to foroulateixdivl goals andobjectives for shrients.

LEARNING DISABILITY ADMINISTRATIVESPECIALIST PEPSONNEL

pREsEur DRUMM) DIFFERENCE PRESENT DESIRED DiteitarliCE

3.16 4.58 1.42 2.36

3.41 4.52 1.11 2.51

4.32 4.82 .70 4.36

3.94 4.75 .81 3.54

ctuNsmatwaxisummat SK1ILS
Demonstrate the.ability to act in a ccunselingjconsultation role.

a . Can-establish ani
maintain ramort with ID
college stixTents.
Is able tct iitplenent and
muter Miividnal and groupcounselinj sessions.
Can appropopiately assist withthe selectrai ot-a ma3or and
consequent course of study..

. Is able .t43 knailedge*ly
assist with formulatirg
career/vocational decisions.
Can estzblidi arrl maintain
wortadmiwth &tier faculty

Is able to ircplenent and
alonitor individual and groupinservioe sessions.

. Is able to consult with
advisorS relative to the
appropriate selection of amajor by indiVidual sbidents.

. IS able to consult with
fa_ ,ckaty staf, and
amninisVIration relative to
aaoropriate rodifications

coursegork or course ofstudy for each student.

4.23 4.87 .64 4.13

3.42 4.21 .79 3.33

3.52 4.24 .72 3.49

3.28 4.16 .88 3.31

3.87 4.72 .85 4.25

3.57 4.41 .84 3.86

3.71 4.38 .67 3.80

3.89 4.66 .77 3.87

3.09 .73

3.19 .68

4.69 .33

4.08 .54

4.51 .38

3.88 .55

3.76 .27

3.66 .35

4.78 .53

4.42 .56

4.09- .29

4.43 .56



Table 4 (continued)

Can facilitate.appropriate
curriculon modifrcations(.e., lowered course loads,
course waivers, and exam
modifications).

_IpltiAGEF93e/IFADERMIIP SKILIS

,. lb be able to work effectively
with regional, .state, and
natichai'cmgmazations
dixectly:dealing:with IDadults--(i.e ,. rehabilitation
services, ACLD, AWSPRE, etc.). . ,

43. To be.ilowiedgeable of
critical lemonar variables
essential for success at your
in*.itxtion.

. Can' inplemileat ixocedumes to
neet-504 mandates in post-
secizedgY setngs.

-5. Is-able.to desigir
apprcptlate ID college
alotoottlgogrTF-

. is able.to-"inpienent
approPriate ID college
suipport services.
Can effectiv'ely collaborate
with higher etion
Persarie.
Can write ccapetitive grant
applications.

Can image personnel in a
waY tibich.exxurages
produotinty and 3thsatitfaction.
Can identify, develop, and
manage the MSOUrCeS (fiscal,perscgma, facilities) for
suocessrul program operation.

. Is add to, project a positive
lmage.of tIV program toconstituencies within and
external to the postsecondary
institution.

To be knowledgeable a high
school-special education
programs ard personnel.

LFARNING DISABILITY ADMINISTRATIVE
SPECIALIST PERSONNEL

PRESENT DESIRED DIFFERENCE PRESENT DESIRED DIFFERENCE

3.62 4.46 .84 3.94 4.50 .56

3.45 4.32 .87 3.56 4.34 .78

3.58 4.57 .99 3.58 4.41 .83

3.48 4.27 .79 4.00 4.66 .66

3.52 4.33 .81 3.64 4.57 .93

3.51 4.45 .93 3.73 4.62 .89

3.77 4.51 .74 4.16 4.77 .61

2.81 3.80 .99 3.39 4.51 1.12

3.33 3.98 .65 3.87 4.77 .90

2.97 3.60 .63 3.91 4.80 .89

3.84 4.62 .78 4.12 4.86 .74

3.16 4.22 1.06 3.23 4.24 1.01



;41Ta11e 4 (continued)

RIESEARCH SKILLS

Demonstrate ccopetence in the theory and practice of educational research and programevaluation.

Demonstrates knowledge of
descriptive an:1 inferentialstatistics.
Demonstrates knowledge of
statistioa! techniques.

.. To be. alple to appl-statistical,
eduoation4

Itt1uiiedqe of
qualitative-and gianti.tative
research.procedates.

be,a4ld to axduct program
evaluations.
lb be able to do applied
research.

be able tilidad and
interpret research findings.

LEARNING DISABILITY
SPECIALIST

PRESENT DESIRED DIFFERENCE

AEMINISMATIVE
PER5ONNEL

PRESENT DESIRED DIFFERENCE

2.78 3.55 .77 2.85 3.69 .84

2.74 3.47 .73 2.85 3.65 .80

2.71 3.51 .80 2.79 3.62 .83

2.84 3.57 .73 2.94 3.80 .86

3.12 3.94 .82 3.62 4.44 .82

2.75 3.46 .71 3.02 3.84 .82

3.45 4.-3 .78 3.69 4.38 .69

This irvev was developed by Drs. Kay Norlander and Stan Shaw, and Ms. Ania Czajkowski
at The University of Connectiait (1986). The authors request that reproductions be made
-only with pennissicn.
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Forecasting Challenges
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Figure 2. Percent of learning disabled students 16 years

and older exiting the educational system according to the

basis of exit (Ninth Annual Report, 1987).


